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President’s Letter

Bruce Johnson

I really don’t remember the last time
we had such nice weather as this
summer. Virginia and I have spent 40
hours joyriding on our boat in June and
July, enjoying the nice weather and we
had a perfect weekend for the 4th of
July. I recall some fireworks evenings
when blankets and even heavy jackets
were required. Thinking about the 4th
of July reminds me that Wayne Floe
and his assistants are due a big “Thank
You” for all their efforts toward providing
us with a great evening of fireworks. I
hope we continue to have more of this
great weather and many more of these wonderful times for the rest of this summer.
Your lake association held its annual meeting at the Big Sandy Lodge on June 6th. We had
great member attendance and served a nice lunch to all after a short business meeting where
we elected 3 new directors. The new directors are Kathryn Beatty, whose family has had a cabin
on Waban bay for many years, Russ Thompson, who is well known as a retired local real estate
agent, and Gus Wilke, who lives on Bridge Road. We also had numerous door prize drawings
for items donated by our business sponsors and some great hand-crafted items made by BSLA
members.
This has been my 3rd year of playing golf on the Thursday men’s golf league at Minnesota
National. There are about 50 members of the league with approximately 30-40 playing each
week. Golf begins at 4:00 on Thursdays with a shotgun start and includes really terrific group of
guys. You don’t have to be a great golfer (they let me play) and which tee you use is based on
your age. I would strongly encourage anyone interested to sign up next year or give it a try by
joining in on any Thursday. There are also women’s leagues available and I’m sure they are just
as much fun as the men’s leagues.
The BSLA will watch for any new developments with Kennecott Mining and the Sandpiper
Pipeline progress. We continue to argue that Enbridge should NOT be allowed to get their
preferred route, just for their convenience. This route would go through the wetlands surrounding
Big Sandy and cross under rivers in our watershed area, which could ultimately result in disaster
for our beautiful lake.
Sheriff Turner speaks at each of our board meetings and he recently praised all of us for good
behavior and the safe summer we’ve had so far. Please continue to take care of yourselves have
a safe remainder of the season.

www.BSLassociation.org
You can find updates, copies of newsletter articles,
coming events and area information,
as well as the minutes of the monthly board meetings.
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Editor Notes
Be sure to vote daily — and tell your kids and grandkids and friends to vote, too — for Big Sandy Lake in the
Michelob Golden Light “Celebrate Your Lake” contest! If we win, we’ll receive a $50,000 grant to be used toward
conserving and restoring the lake. To participate, visit www.facebook.com/michelobgoldenlight, select Big Sandy
Lake, and vote. You can vote once per day, so please do! Big Sandy is currently in the top 5 (even above Lake
Minnetonka, last time I checked). We have until August 31st to vote daily, so let’s do a voting blitz from now until
the end of the month!
We’re up to 183 members in the Big Sandy Lake Association Facebook group. We started this group to
enable BSLA members to communicate more freely. If you have a public event to announce, a question
to ask, or just want to share a photo you took, this is a great way to get it out to folks on Big Sandy.

Sandy Lake Visitor
Center Re-opens

Tammy Johnson at the newly updated Sandy Lake Visitor Center

If you haven’t yet discovered this little gem,
the Sandy Lake Visitor Center at the Sandy Lake
Recreation Area is a great destination to take your
weekend guests. And it’s free! The museum exhibits
have recently been updated, and you can see them
for the first time at the Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony and
Grand Re-Opening on Monday, August 17, at 10:00
at the picnic shelter next to the dam. Please join
us and have a look at the new exhibits, which tell a
broad story about Big Sandy Lake, including exhibits
about The Early Years, Headwaters Information, Fur
Trade, Lifetimes Gone By, and more.
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Enbridge Update

				

by Janet Hill

LINE 3 TAR SANDS PIPELINE UPDATE
On July 20, the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (PUC) released the public
hearing schedule for the proposed Enbridge Line 3. The Line 3 tar sands pipeline
currently is in operation on a corridor north of us, but the 47-year-old pipeline’s
condition is so poor that even Enbridge admits it has become impossible to repair.
The company proposes to abandon Line 3 in place, and “replace” it by building a new pipeline alongside the Sandpiper on
whatever route is chosen.
Please plan to attend a public hearing and let them know we can’t afford to risk our lake and local economy to accommodate
the financial desires of Enbridge. The public hearings in Mcgregor will take place at the following times, at the McGregor
High School Gymnasium:

Tuesday, August 25, 2015,11:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m.
Tuesday, August 25, 2015, 6:00 p.m. until 9:00 p.m.

Both meetings will follow this agenda:
* Formal presentations from PUC, Enbridge, and Department of Commerce (1/2 hour)
* Citizen comments (2 1/2 hours with a 15-minute break in the middle)
If you plan to speak, please arrive early and sign in. Normally, each person is given about 2 minutes to speak, but be
prepared to get only 1 minute if there is a crowd.
If you can’t make it on this date, there are other hearing options along the pipeline route, or you can submit a written
comment to the PUC by September 30th.
It is vitally important that the PUC understand how many people are opposed to a new pipeline corridor through Minnesota
lakes country. Not a single lake association along the route approves of a pipeline through the land of 10,000 lakes, so we
are in good company.
If you would like more information about how to submit a comment to the PUC, written or oral, and what kind of comments
the PUC is requesting, please see the MN PUC website (http://mn.gov/puc/, then search for eDocket 15-137), or contact me
(Janet Hill) at janethillnew@gmail.com, or 218.259.4090. I’m happy to help!

SANDPIPER BAKKEN OIL PIPELINE UPDATE
The Minnesota PUC board voted on June 5th to approve
Enbridge’s Certificate of Need for the Sandpiper pipeline.
However, the project is on hold until the PUC’s legal department
releases the announcement of the board’s decision, at which
time it is expected to be appealed by several organizations.
If the Certificate of Need decision holds, the routing phase
of this project will then begin. The only two routes under
consideration for the Sandpiper pipeline are Enbridge’s
“preferred route,” which passes through Aitkin County and
the entire width of the Big Sandy Lake Watershed, and an
alternative route that goes around Aitkin County but still
passes through the Mississippi Headwaters area. Both routes
put part of Minnesota’s $2 billion annual tourism economy at risk.

ENBRIDGE REQUESTS LOWER PAYMENTS FOR COUNTIES ALONG PIPELINE ROUTE
Enbridge has been using the following statement in advertisements to persuade citizens to approve of the Sandpiper.
They say, “It is estimated that Sandpiper will provide about $25 million in additional annual property tax payments to
Minnesota in its first year of operation.” A recent Aitkin County Commission Board report reveals, however, that Enbridge is
currently in tax court, requesting that this amount be reduced.

Quiet Time

Scott Turner
Aitkin County Sheriff

Interestingly, early one Monday morning when I returned to my desk, there was an email from a
concerned person who wanted to know at what time was “quiet time” on Aitkin County lakes. My
first thought raced back to the days when I worked in Yellowstone National Park and I received a call
from someone overseas who wanted to know the times in which we let the animals out. Both sincere
questions, a bit naïve perhaps, but for which there is not an exact answer.
It is also a very legitimate question that we have touched upon in the past when we talked about
community stewardship. What you do and what your neighbors do certainly does have an impact on each of your respective
enjoyment of the lake. If you like to, as they say, party like a rock star until the wee hours of the morning and your neighbor
likes sleep with the window open and enjoy the sounds of nature – there is likely to be a conflict. Conversely, if you like to
sleep in (after partying like a rock star) and your neighbor starts cutting with a chainsaw at 6:00 a.m. – there is likely to be
a conflict.
Since our number one goal is public safety, accomplished through a number of means, including reducing conflict in
the many neighborhoods, it is worth discussing each time the question arises. In about five weeks, it will be Labor Day
weekend. The “last hurrah” of summer and a weekend that people like to cut-loose for one last time of the year. When you
do so, remember that not everyone in your neighborhood is on your time table, nor do they all enjoy the same things that
you do.
Like many things, it once again comes back to stewardship: the careful and responsible management of something
entrusted to one’s care. It can be the water, the land, the air or your behavior.

As Always …. enjoyable Aitkin County...Safely!

Wild Rice
Advice

by Amber Peterson,

Conservation Officer, McGregor

Big Sandy Lake continues to be a busy area this summer. The 4th of July was no exception!
There were boats everywhere! I was surprised as well at how many fish I checked that
weekend; there was quite a bit of success out there. I was disappointed, however, that I have
spent a great deal of time this summer and last dealing with aquatic plant violations. There
have been several lakeshore owners who have been removing wild rice without a permit.
Some information on wild rice direct from the DNR website:
WILD RICE (ZIZANIA AQUATICA)
Location: Northern Minnesota lakes, marshes, and streams; water 6 inches to 3 feet deep.
Description: Grows above water surface; is rooted in soft, mucky sediment; clusters of green,
ribbon-like leaves are tapered; leaves float on the surface during late spring and early summer; stalks grow 3 to 10 feet tall
by early July.
Hints to identify: Wild rice generally grows in calm, clear water, in soft mucky lake or stream bottom; grains are yellow or
red and appear at the tip of the stalk in August.
Importance of plant: Wild rice has a higher protein content than most cereal grains, making it a good food for wildlife and
humans. Wild rice attracts many wild birds, especially waterfowl and red-winged blackbirds, and it also provides nesting
cover for waterfowl.
Management strategy: It is best to let wild rice grow. In addition to providing good habitat for wildlife, wild rice is a
substantial food crop worth at least $2 million to the state’s economy each year.
This plant is very important to our lakes, wildlife, and economy. There are several folks who simply call it “weeds” and
destroy the plant in the area that they want to have a clear beach and swimming area.
For any vegetation you take out of the water (called emergent vegetation), get a permit. The Minnesota DNR will issue
permits for them, but they are fairly strict on width and location of the channel, especially with wild rice.
Most common violations still include license and safety equipment. I have given out several DQ coupons to kids with life
jackets on this summer, very good to see the kids wearing them!
Be safe and as always, if you have any questions/concerns/TIP information call or email me! Also, I should mention, TIP
(Turn in Poachers) is a non-profit organization that is affiliated with the DNR to help ensure the protection of our resources.
Anonymous reports are accepted as well.
Contact information: Conservation Officer Amber Peterson #553, Amber.Peterson@state.mn.us, 218-429-2021

Mining in the BSL Watershed?

by John Pilney

Rio Tinto/Kennecott mining company has been drilling core samples near Tamarack for the last 15-16 years to assess the
likelihood of copper/nickel mining in the Big Sandy Watershed. Since the BSLA board has not heard from them for some
time, we contacted to get an update on their plans; to find out if they would process the ore in the area if they do mine; what
is their position on the current and proposed sulfate standards for processing water discharges; and, would they do open
pit or underground mining.
MINING COMPANY RESPONSE
The following is an abbreviated response we received back from the Regional Communities Manager for Kennecott
Exploration.
Plans - “We are still exploring, and don’t yet have plans to mine. We are not yet at our last phase of exploration, which we
call the Order of Magnitude phase of a project, which can take 1-2 years to complete. In the meantime, we continue with
exploration, to see if we can expand the size of the known mineralization to the point where the company would be willing
to take on the additional investment needed for the Order of Magnitude phase.”
Process in the Mining Area – “We don’t know yet. Until we get a ballpark estimate of the resource size, we can’t evaluate
possible options for mining.”
Position regarding sulfate standards –“We haven’t taken one, though we’ve been paying attention to the discussion and
the debate. We are committed to protecting water quality and wild rice.”
Open pit or underground mining – “We don’t know yet; that depends on the results of continuing exploration. The best
mineralization to date has been found at depths that would likely need to be mined by an underground operation. Another
option could be a combination of the two techniques, open pit and underground.”
CONCERNS OF BIG SANDY LAKE ASSOCIATION
Wild Rice/ Human toxins - Mining and processing copper/nickel ores has a long history of releasing sulfides into the
environment as these metal’s ores are tied up as sulfides. When the sulfides are exposed to air and water at the surface,
these oxidize to form sulfuric acid. Sulfuric acid from mining operations — often referred to as acid mine drainage (AMD)
— extract metals, including toxic arsenic and mercury. When released into waters, sulfates will be converted by sulfatereducing bacteria, and dissolved organic carbon in anaerobic sediments of waters leads to sulfides. Recent studies used
to formulate the “draft proposal to protect wild rice from excess sulfates” (for details see: http://www.pca.state.mn.us/index.
php/view-document.html?gid=22595) found that sulfides’ negativity impact the germination of wild rice seeds. So, copper
mining in the BSL watershed could alter — i.e., reduce or wipe out — wild rice in the watershed. Besides affecting wild
rice, mercury in the water can be converted to methyl mercury. This is a known toxin and bio-accumulates in fish. Fish
consumption, especially by children and expectant mothers, results in brain damage and loss of IQ points.
Water Quality - Another concern is the reaction of sulfides with iron phosphate in lake sediments that would release
soluble phosphates (a nutrient). Big Sandy is listed by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) as an impaired lake
for nutrients and mercury. Hence, mining of sulfide ores in the watershed would acerbate efforts to bring the water quality
of Big Sandy back into compliance for these two parameters.
MINING HISTORY
What is the experience with other states and countries with sulfide mining? This is what the web site mining truth (www.
miningtruth.org) had to say about it. “The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has identified hard rock mining as
the nation’s top toxic producing industry. The EPA produces an annual “Toxic Release Inventory” (TRI) that provides the
public with information about toxic releases in and around their communities.
The 2011 TRI data show that, as with every year since 1997 when the metal mining industry was required to report, this
industry releases the largest amount of toxic materials, accounting for 41 percent of all toxics reported in 2010, or 1.6 billion
pounds. These figures do not include some of the most toxic substances found in waste rock because in 2002, the metal
mining industry successfully sued to exclude these from the TRI calculations.
To date, mining companies are unable to point to a sulfide mine that has ever been developed, operated and closed
without producing polluted drainage from its operations. Yet studies show that the companies and state agencies reviewing
mine plans consistently predict no pollution will occur during the planning and permitting process. Analysis of environmental
impact statements for hardrock mines showed that 100 percent of mines predicted compliance with water quality standards
before operations began. When researchers examined the track record of these mines after operations began, they found
that 76 percent of them were actually discharging pollutants in excess of water quality standards. In addition, “mitigation
measures,” or those efforts taken to remedy the discovered pollution problems, failed to do the job 64 percent of the time.”
GOAL
BSLA’s mission statement includes the words “to protect and improve water quality.” That is why the Board is closely
monitoring the possibility of Rio Tinto mining copper in the watershed. If they were to proceed we would strongly argue for
compliance with the existing sulfates standard of 10 milligrams per liter, which has never been written in an existing permit
for process water discharges into receiving bodies of water, or the proposed new sulfate standards that have not been
formally adopted.

Did You Know...?

By Robert O. Harder

This article previously appeared in our August, 2003 newsletter. It’s a tall tale (or
is it . . .?) from the logging era, which lasted from around 1875 to the turn of the
20th century. Thanks to Robert Harder for resurrecting this story.
In the old days, there were some mighty big creatures lurking in the depths of
our Big Sandy Lake. Evidence of this can be gleaned from part of a letter written
in May, 1911 by Arthur Lang, logger Marcus Nelson’s camp cook [excerpted from
Volume Two of A Minnesota Remembrance: From Pinery Camps to the Columbus
Day Holocaust]. Lang had arrived at the Nelson Main Drive Camp near the mouth
of the Prairie River, and the spring log drive down the river was in full swing. This
was part of a progress report to Marcus:
Oh yes, must tell you of last night before bed. Tommy Hamel got to telling the
new hands of what happened one season when Jim Murphy was running the
Headworks [a large raft that accommodated two horses turning a capstan used to
winch a boom of logs across the lake] for the Hennepin Paper Co. Seems when
the boys dropped the big anchor [on the raft] it came loose of the cable and was
lost in [Sandy] lake. They fished for it half the day but could not locate it. Finally, old
Jim says, “By Godfrey, I’ll go down and get that anchor!”
Well, Jim went over the side and time went by, but no Jim. A couple of the boys
went in the water to look, but there was no sign of him. Finally they hung their
heads down and paddled the anchor boat back to the Headworks and reported
what happened.
Suddenly there was a shout from the far shore and they saw a man waving at
them. A crew rowed a boat over and sure enough there was Jim, standing by the
anchor!
Later over coffee, Jim told what happened. “Fellows, I found
the anchor right away, and after some trouble managed to get
it on my shoulders and headed for the north shore. The water
was murky and I couldn’t see good but the bottom sloped up
that way so I had no difficulty keeping my direction straight. By
and by I got pretty tired. I knew if I ever set that anchor down
I’d never get it back on my shoulders. Just about that time I
saw a log on the bottom of the lake. I decided I would go over
and rest on that log, keeping the anchor on my shoulder. Once
got my wind I could probably make shore. But just as I sat down,
that log sailed out from under me. By Godfrey, fellows that was
the biggest fish I ever did see!”
When Tommy finished the story, old Jim pulled the nosewarmer [pipe] from out of his mouth and nodded, “’Twas just
exactly the way it happened.”

I

SAVE YOUR ENGINE SAVE BIG SANDY
If you have launched your boat in a lake contaminated with zebra mussels or spiny water flea
within 30 days, before launching in Big Sandy Lake, DECONTAMINATE all engines, ballast tanks,
live wells & equipment and then thoroughly dry everything before launching.
• Invasive mussel veligers (microscopic eggs) can live up to 27 days in a tiny amount of water
including inside your engine where they grow, multiply, clog & cause engine burnout.
• Lowering your engine to drain helps but does not eliminate all water
• Adult mussels can live up to 30 days out of water (see www.100thmeridian.org)
Decontamination is available at Willeys on Highway 65.
For location and times of all decontamination sites,
call Steve at the Aitkin County Soil and Water Conservation District, at 218-927-6565.

Thank
You
Please be sure to support the

following business members of the
Big Sandy Lake Association.
We appreciate them all!
McGregor Realty & Property
Management
Willey’s Sport Shop and Spirits
Aardvark Septic
Big Sandy Lodge and Resort
Christian Realty North, Inc.
Dean Masonry and Concrete
EyeCare Center of McGregor
Floe International
Independent School District #4
Lake Country Power
Meyer’s Service Center
Nistler Plumbing and Heating
Thrifty White Pharmacy
Willey’s Marine
Zorbaz on Big Zandy
Big Sandy Camp and Retreat Center
Grand Timber Bank

Big Sandy Lake Association
Mission Statement
WITH RESPECT FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS,
THE MISSION OF THE BIG SANDY LAKE
ASSOCIATION -- THROUGH EDUCATION, LEADERSHIP,
AND BY EXAMPLE -- IS TO PROTECT AND IMPROVE
WATER QUALITY, PROMOTE BEST-PRACTICE
SHORELINE MANAGEMENT AND USE, AND SEEK
BALANCE AND HARMONY BETWEEN THE RIGHTS OF
PROPERTY OWNERS AND EXISTING (AND PROPOSED)
RULES, REGULATIONS, STATUTES, AND LAWS.

FORWARDING SERVICE
REQUESTED
P.O. Box 21
McGregor, MN 55760
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